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I. INTRODUCTION

The ubiquity of hierarchical order is obvious, and the obvious is hard to explain, but a number of
workers [1] have suggested the possibility of constructing a theory (or cluster of theories), rooted
in such disciplines as thermodynamics, information theory, topology, and logic, which might
reveal the underlying unity of a wide variety of branching and multi-level systems. It is the
purpose of this paper to contribute to both the empirical and theoretical aspects of this
discussion, by examining levels of structure and function in molecular biology and linguistics,
and by developing, from parallelisms between these two areas, a hierarchical model of possibly
greater generality.

We consider first the hierarchy of spoken language [2]: phoneme, morpheme, word, sentence,
utterance, discourse; or of written language: letter, syllable, word, sentence, paragraph, section,
chapter, book. These lists are straightforward up to and including the "sentence," beyond which
they are somewhat arbitrary. The items "utterance," "paragraph," etc., are meant only to
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Abstract: Inclusive fitness and reciprocal altruism are widely thought to be distinct explanations for how altruism evolves. Here we show that they rely on the same underlying mechanism. We demonstrate this commonality by applying Hamilton's rule, normally more than 40 years ago, Hamilton developed an explanation for the evolution of altruism among relatives based on the idea of inclusive fitness (Hamilton 1963, 1964, 1970, 1972, 1975). His most famous result, known as Hamilton's rule (HR), is usually interpreted as specifying the conditions under which the indirect fitness of altruists (due to helping relatives have more offspring) sufficiently counterbalances the immediate self-sacrifice of altruists. In this way, the altruistic trait can increase overall. This mechanism is also known as kin selection (Maynard Smith 1964).

Twenty-five years ago, Axelrod and Hamilton (1981) launched a still vigorous area of research (for reviews, see Dugatkin 1997; Sachs et al. 2004; Doebeli and Hauert 2005) in which computer-based models of the iterated prisoner's dilemma (IPD) are used to study the evolution of cooperation via reciprocal altruism (Trivers 1971). In
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